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If you are warm to the point of sweating, remove a layer. Once you soak through 
your clothing, it will not effectively keep you warm.

Your ride may span through a variety of weather changes, so be prepared. Consider 
a thin shell for the first 30 minutes to break the wind chill. Base layering that keeps 
you dry and helps with circulation is a good investment.
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Fingerless gloves

Fingered gloves

Fingered gloves

Insulated gloves

Fingered gloves, 
pogies
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pogies
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pogies

Light socks, shoes
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covers, shoes
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booties, shoes
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winter shoes

Heavy socks,  
winter shoes
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winter shoes

Helmet

Helmet

Helmet, 
headband

Helmet, 
headband

Light windproof 
poly hat, helmet

Light windproof 
poly hat, helmet, 
mask, neck gaiter

Light windproof 
poly hat, helmet, 
mask, neck gaiter

Jersey

Long-sleeved 
jersey or arm 

warmers

Long-sleeved 
jersey or arm 
warmers, vest

Long-sleeved 
jersey, jacket

Long-sleeved base 
layer, thermal 

jacket, shell

Long-sleeved base 
layer, thermal 

jacket, shell

Long-sleeved base 
layer, thermal 
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Shorts

Shorts, leg or 
knee warmers

Shorts, tights

Shorts, tights

Shorts, poly long 
underwear, tights

Shorts, poly long 
underwear, tights

Shorts, poly long 
underwear, tights

Temperature (F)  Hands           Feet                Head                Torso             Legs

Definitions:

Fingerless gloves: padded summer riding gloves

Fingered gloves: padded fingered riding gloves

Insulated gloves: warm fingered winter gloves

Pogies: mitts that fit on your handlebars

Booties: an insulated layer that fits over your shoes

Light poly socks: thin sock that absorbs little moisture

Medium poly socks: medium socks that absorb little moisture (e.g. wool)

Heavy poly socks: heavy sock that absorbs little moisture

Winter shoes: loose fitting shoe with no venting, with ample room for movement
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